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1. All questions are compulsory unless and otherwise stated. 
2. Bold figures to the right of every question are the maximum marks for that question. 
3. Candidates are advised to attempt questions in order. 

Q.1.  Fill in the blanks  (5) 
1. ‘A’ and ‘An are called ______ articles 

a. specific   b. regular   c. indefinite    d. definite 

 

2. About or above are the examples of ______ preposition 

a. simple     b. compound  c. place      d. time 

 

3. Simple past is used to indicate action completed in the______ 

a. previously  b. earlier    c. before time   d. past 

 

4. A ______   is a group of words that makes sense. 

a. line          b.statement       c. sentence    d. comment  

 

5. An ______ is a word which express some sudden feeling 

a. Conjunction   b.Interjection   c. verb     d. adverb 

 

   
Q.2. True or False (5) 

1. Indirect Speech gives the exact words of the speaker  
2. Cheetahs  run faster than lion is a superlative sentence   
3. Brutus Stabbed Caesar is an active voice  
4. How noble he is! is a assertive statement  
5. Homophones are two or more letters or group of letters with same speech sound  

   
Q.3.   Answer the following    (Any 5)  (10) 

1. Give one example of simple ,complex sentence  
2. Write a correct sentence using industrial and Industrious  
3. Give two synonym and 2 antonyms of Abnormal  
4. Give two Idioms examples using word carry  
5. Give one examples each using phrase words “gave away” And “give up”  
6. Write parts eight of speech  

   
Q. 4. Answer the following    (Any 2)  (10) 

1. Write in details about progress report  
2. What is importance of report writing  
3. Write in detail structure of formal letter  

   
__________________ 
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